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ABSTRACT 
  
An effective color night vision system for ground vehicle navigation should operate in near real-time to be practical. 
We described a system that uses a public database as a source of color information to colorize night vision imagery.  
Such an approach presents several problems due to differences between acquired and reference imagery. Our system 
performed registration, colorizing, and reference updating in near real-time in an effort to help drivers of ground 
vehicles during night to see a colored view of a scene. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

A practical color night navigation system for ground vehicles requires real-time operation. Systems often consist of 
operations such as registration, updating colomaps, and updating of reference data. One problem is that color 
information may not be available, so additional sensors are used. Therefore, a system was proposed to use a database 
of daytime images as references1. In this approach, the database Google Earth was used because it is continuously 
updated by multiple sources and contains images of a large number of scenes from around the world. Due to the 
environment changing in a scene and the computational demand of creating an accurate colormap, an additional 
local database of colormaps was used. Reference images from the public database were compared to a more 
compact local database of images and colormaps in order to retrieve one of a limited number, one that represented 
several driving environments. Each colormap in the local database was stored with an image from which it was 
derived. To retrieve a colormap, histograms of the images to be colored and those in the local database were 
compared and the best match chosen. Using this approach allowed the proper colormap for the location of interest to 
be chosen.  

In this work, we used color information directly from the reference images. Several problems arise due to 
differences between Google Street View images and locally acquired images. Registration is a major issue because 
the acquired image is different from the database image in terms of field of view, size, position, angle, and content. 
Therefore, a method that addresses these issues based on mutual information was developed2. The system was 
developed with minimum requirements of the system so that it would be practical but have the ability to operate in 
real-time. We operated a system that performed registration, colorizing, and reference updating in near real-time to 
help ground vehicle drivers to see a colored view of a scene at night. 
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2 SYSTEM 
 

The two cameras provided images of the same scene with different sensors.  In our case, one camera was a DRS 
Technologies Tamarisk® IR thermal camera with 320 x 240 pixel resolution and a field-of-view (FOV) of 40 
degrees. The other camera was an Everfocus EQ700, which amplifies light over spectral range from 400 to 800 nm. 
It has an analog video signal output at rate 30 fps with a resolution of 640 x 480 pixels. The cameras were mounted 
on top of each other providing a fixed position difference between them. Therefore, an affine transformation was 
adopted to obtain registered images. The two registered images were fed into a dual band image fusion section that 
maps the thermal images into the R channel of an RGB system and visible images into the G channel and sets the B 
channel to zero. The resulting false-color fused image was then fed to a color correction unit. In addition, the video 
acquired by the visible camera was noisy; therefore, a denoising algorithm was used to enhance the output of that 
camera. A video implementation of a BM3D filter was used as the noise reduction filter3. A value of σ = 20 based 
on an 8-bit integer image seemed to work well. The cameras were compact and rugged enough to be mounted on a 
vehicle as shown in Fig. 1. The large bottom portion is the visible camera and associated lens, and the smaller upper 
part is the thermal camera. A small DVR was also mounted on the back of the thermal camera. We used a Garmin 
GPS 18x sensor with a USB connection for location information. The device provides location data at a rate of 1 Hz 
and has an accuracy of less than 15 meters when stationary.  
 
 

        
 
Figure 1 Images of camera mounting (a) on vehicle (b) IR camera and DVR on top of visible camera. 
 
 
Google Maps is a public database that provides 360 degree image data from points around the world and can be 
easily accessed. By providing location and angle information, requests can be sent over a standard internet 
connection, and a Google Street View image can be returned at a specific location and angle4,5. Acquiring images at 
specific locations allowed us to extract colormap information to enhance our real-time fused images. We used the 
colorization process described in Ref. [6,7]. Our overall system is shown in Fig. 2 and describe in Ref [2].  
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Figure 2. System architecture. 
 
 
The system was controlled by Matlab using the image acquisition and parallel computation toolboxes and 
implemented on a laptop computer with an i7 core processor. The system is shown in Fig. 3 not mounted and with 
an auxiliary display. We found that database images used for colorization had to be supplied using an automated 
procedure on the order of seconds or minutes depending on how much the environment changed for the system to 
operate in near real-time.  
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4 CONCLUSION 

 
We found that our entire system can be implemented in a stand-alone fashion and operate in near real time so that a 
vehicle can operate in a rural area at night. We found that database images used for colorization had to be supplied 
using an automated procedure on the order of seconds or minutes depending on how much the environment changed 
to allow the vehicle to operate properly. The proposed architecture can form the basis of other systems related to 
vehicle navigation with enhanced imagery.  
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